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DIRECTION 106

CORRECTIONOF THE ENTRY IN OPINION 972, REFERRING
TO THE AUTHOROF THE SPECIFIC NAMESAPORTAE

WHICH WASPLACED ON THE OFFICIAL INDEX OF REJECTED
AND INVALID SPECIFIC NAMESIN ZOOLOGY,WITH

THE NAMENUMBER969

RULING. —The entry relating to Name Number 969 on the Official Index

of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology, is hereby corrected to read

saportae, Papilio, Geyer //; Hiibncr & Geyer [1828-1832] (nee HLibner).

HISTORY OF THE CASE (Z.N.(S.) 1875)

The name Papilio saportae Hiibner, [1828-1832] was placed on the Official

Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology with the Name
Number 969, in Opinion 972, which was published on 31 December 1971 in

Bull. zool. Nomemi. 28 : 147.

Lieut. Col. C. F. Cowan drew the Commission's attention to the fact that

Geyer was the author of this specific name and not Hiibner. In a letter dated

23 February 1973 he wrote that "'Hemming, 1937, I : 189, among other places

in Hiibner, a bibliographical and systemalic account 2 vols: 1, ftsp., xxxiv, 605 pp.,

2, ix-xi, 274 pp., London) has shown that plates 182 onwards of Hubner's

Samnil. europ. Schmelt. were published by Geyer, not Hiibner, the latter having

died in September 1826. He also showed (I : 235) that of the eight Papiliones

plates published between April 1828 and 19 July, 1832, Plate 188, on which

P. saportae was figured and validly named, was the first to appear.

"Hemming further showed (2 : 138) that Geyer recorded in manuscript

that the locality of P. saportae was Provence.

"Boisduval (Nov. 1828 : 13) named Polyommatus melanops from specimens

taken near Aix by the Comte Adolphe de Saporta. De Saporta lived at Aix

en Provence (Bouches-du-Rhone) near his father-in-law Baron Boyer de Fons-

colombe, and both were keen collectors. It is thus highly probable that the

holotypes oi Papilio saportae Geyer (which under Article 31 of 1961, cancelled

by the 1964 Code, would automatically have been corrected to "saportai")

and of Polyommatus melanops Boisduval came from the same series and were

distributed by the Count. This explains both the subjective synonymy and the

near-simultaneous publication.

"The suppression of the name Papilio saportae was necessary but it should

be attributed to Geyer, not Hiibner. I much regret that this fact was not

noted sooner".

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION
On 22 November 1973, the Members of the Commission were invited to

vote under the One-Month Rule on Voting Paper (O.M.) (73)3, either for or

against correcting the author of the Official Index entry for the specific name
saportae. NameNumber 969 from Hiibner to Geyer. At the close of the Voting

Period on 22 December 1973, the state of the voting was as follows:
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Affirmative votes —nineteen (19): Dupuis, Erben, Yokes, Melville, Mayr,

Eisenmann, Alvarado, Lemche, Heppell, Sabrosky, Binder, Habe, Rohdendorf,

Bayer, Bernard!, Tortonese, Jaczewski, Willink, Nye.

Negative votes —one (1): Holthuis.

Voting Papers not returned —four (4): Binder, Ride, Simpson, Starobogatov.

Prof. Brinck, Dr. Kraus and Dr. Corliss returned late affirmative votes.

In returning their voting papers, the following comments were made by

Commissioners:

Dr. L. B. Holthuis (29.xi.73): "This is to explain my negative vote on this

question. The fact that Geyer published Hiibner's work after the death of the

latter does not make him automatically the author of the new species described

and figured in the posthumous part of Hiibner's work.

"That pi. 188 which shows Papilio saportae was made by Hiibner and not

by Geyer is also shown by the fact that the plates up to pi. 181 had been pub-

lished by Hiibner when he died in September 1826. In 1827 Geyer (see

Hemming, 1937, Hiibner, vol. 2, p. 29) stated that after Hiibner's death he

had come to the possession of Hiibner's 'gesammten Kupferplattenvorraths . . .

welch zum Besten dieser Wissenschaft anzuwenden, ich gewiss nicht unterlassen

werde'. It seems likely therefore that Hiibner had already finished pi. 188

before his death, so that he is responsible for it and should be cited as the

author of the new species shown on it".

Dr. E. Mayr (26.xi.73): "I vote for the proposals provided that it is clear

that Geyer 'was alone responsible both for the name and the conditions that

make it available' (Art. 50) and did not merely publish Hiibner's manuscript".

Lt. Col. C. F. Cowan was asked if he could provide more information on

the authorship of the name and replied in the following way:

Lt. Col. C. F. Cowan (2l.iii.74): "Article 50 says 'The author of a name is

the person who first publishes it [Geyer], unless it is clear from the contents

of the pubhcation that some other person is alone responsible both for the

name and for the conditions that make it available'.

"Geyer published the name, 18 months or more, and in the second batch of

plates after Hiibner died. Nothing in the publication says that Hiibner alone

was responsible either for the name or for the publication, let alone both.

"After Hiibner's death Geyer published six plates in this Samnil. europ.

Schmctt. in 1827—April 1827 (see Hemming, 1937, Hiibner vol. 1, p. 189,

para. 144), plus at least five plates in his Gcschichte europ. Schmett. (id. p. 100,

para. 43), and thirteen plates in the Saniml. e.xot. Schmett. during 1827 (id.

p. 348, para. 58). These are the plates issued under the sale notice cited in

your letter. Despite the Code I would sympathise with Hiibner and with

anyone wishing to credit him with any of these 24 plates, but surely not more.

And "Hiibner, 1832" does look so odd!

"All subsequent issues, including the Papilio saportae plate, appeared under

the

—

Hiibner, continued by Geyer heading, and cannot be dated before 1832

(/rf. vol. 2, pp. 31, 32)".

Dr. Holthuis (in reply to this information, I9.iv.74): "I had the impression

that Hiibner was the author of 'Sammlung europaischer Schmetterlinge' and

that only external evidence showed that Geyer had published a number of

i
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plates after HUbner's death, while as Dr. Mayr pointed out there is the possibility

that the plates were finished by Hlibner before his death, and just published by

Geyer, who was the publisher of Hiibner's works anyhow. It would be as if

in a posthumous work one had to cite the publishing firm as the author.

'"Unfortunately I do not have a copy of Hiibner's publication available

here, but I spent a lot of time with Hemming's book on Hlibner. There I saw

(Vol. 1, p. 167, para. 67) that the wrappers of the later numbers of the publication

had the title 'Sammlung europiiischer Schmetterlinge errichtet von Jacob

Hubner, fortgesetzt von Carl Geyer'. Geyer thus has been mentioned as

author in the book itself. Therefore I retract my objection and agree that

Papilio saportae Geyer (or actually Geyer in Htibner & Geyer) should be placed

on the Official Index".

CERTIFICATE
I certify that the votes cast on Voting Paper (O.M.) (73X3) were cast as

set out above, that the proposal set out in the Voting Paper has been duly

adopted, and that the decision so taken, being the decision of the International

Commission, is truly recorded in the present Direction No. 106.

R. V. MELVILLF
Secretary

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature

31 Mar 1974


